Deep structure tensor graph search framework for automated extraction and characterization of retinal layers and fluid pathology in retinal SD-OCT scans.
Maculopathy is a group of retinal disorders that affect macula and cause severe visual impairment if not treated in time. Many computer-aided diagnostic methods have been proposed over the past that automatically detect macular diseases. However, to our best knowledge, no literature is available that provides an end-to-end solution for analyzing healthy and diseased macular pathology. This paper proposes a vendor-independent deep convolutional neural network and structure tensor graph search-based segmentation framework (CNN-STGS) for the extraction and characterization of retinal layers and fluid pathology, along with 3-D retinal profiling. CNN-STGS works by first extracting nine layers from an optical coherence tomography (OCT) scan. Afterward, the extracted layers, combined with a deep CNN model, are used to automatically segment cyst and serous pathology, followed by the autonomous 3-D retinal profiling. CNN-STGS has been validated on publicly available Duke datasets (containing a cumulative of 42,281 scans from 439 subjects) and Armed Forces Institute of Ophthalmology dataset (containing 4260 OCT scans of 51 subjects), which are acquired through different OCT machinery. The performance of the CNN-STGS framework is validated through the marked annotations, and it significantly outperforms the existing solutions in various metrics. The proposed CNN-STGS framework achieved a mean Dice coefficient of 0.906 for segmenting retinal fluids, along with an accuracy of 98.75% for characterizing cyst and serous fluid from diseased retinal OCT scans.